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History

Taiichi Ohno

The Toyota Production System
“Produce what you need,
only as much as you need,
when you need. ”



HistoryHistory
Taiichi Ohno pioneered the Toyota production system in the 1980s.
To call it a system is almost a disservice.  It’s a way.

By understanding the real working conditions, building teamwork and reducing waste
he created the model that led Toyota to become one of the world’s most successful companies.

It spawned host of related methods such as just in time manufacturing, lean production and Kanban.

It’s hard to confine myself to what is immediately relevant here, as there is so much great
stuff contained in the Toyota way. Go to the source!

Imagine design thinking meets production and manufacturing - with a cultural foundation.

I’ll cherry pick a few keypoints as they relate to and influence scrum, and hope it piques your interest.

Speaker notes & thoughts, because sometimes a picture isn’t enough



Kaizen
Continuous

Improvement

Hansei
Relentless
Reflection



https://www.thisamericanlife.org/561/nummi-2015

Quality EfficiencyTeamwork



Nummi Speaker notes & thoughts, because sometimes a picture isn’t enough

In the Early 80’s GM was in trouble.  Their quality was bad, 
business was plummeting and a toxic relationship existed 
between management and employees.

The worst of the worst was the Freemont Assembly Plant, in 
California. Alcohol, drugs, sex - anything was available on 
the shop floor. Some cars so badly made they wouldn’t 
start and had to be towed to the parking lot to be fixed, 
where you might find a discarded bottle rattling around 
inside the bodywork.

The one sacred rule: Never stop the line. Doing so meant 
your job, manager bonuses were tied to that line! Things 
got so bad GM closed the plant in 1982.

Enter Toyota, the rising upstart.  They offered to teach GM 
their way of manufacturing, in exchange for gaining an 
understanding of the North American market and worker.  

The unlikely partners decided to re-open Freemont as
New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc or NUMMI. 

The union was so strong they forced NUMMI to hire back 
the same workforce GM had just fired. (85%, and all 
leadership) 

Undeterred, Toyota brought them to Japan to teach them.  
What the workers found was a new way of working with a 
focus on teamwork, quality and efficiency - which they 
embraced and took home.

for example: In the Toyota plant, when someone pulled the 
line to stop production a musical tone sounded. (chosen by 
the team) This would summon managers, who would help 
to solve the problem. If it couldn’t be fixed, the line would 
stop. With no repercussion, and maintaining the highest 
quality and teamwork.

Within the first three months Nummi cars had near perfect 
quality ratings, with many employees saying they enjoyed 
coming to work for the first time ever.

Nummi closed in 2009 when GM declared bankruptcy.
In 2010 Tesla bought it and it reopened as the Tesla Factory.



UTAH - 2001
Manifesto for Agile Software Development

https://agilemanifesto.org



Individuals and interactions
over processes and tools

 
Working software 
over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration
over contract negotiation

 
Responding to change
over following a plan

Agile Values



Agile Principles
Satisfy the customer by early & continuous delivery of valuable software.

Welcome changing requirements, even in late development.

Deliver working software frequently. (weeks not months)

Close, daily cooperation between business and engineering.   WTF!? Where is Design?!

Projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted to execute.

Face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication.

Working software is the primary measure of progress.

Sustainable development, able to maintain a constant pace.

Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design.  Ah! there we are.

Simplicity-the art of maximizing the amount of work not done - is essential.

The best architectures, requirements, & designs emerge from self-organizing teams.

Regularly reflect on how to become more effective and adjust accordingly.
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The Agile
Avocado

Values

Principles

Frameworks



From Welsh, it literally means ‘habitat’ or ‘place’

 “the place of your multiple belongings”

a sense making decision framework

https://cognitive-edge.com/videos/cynefin-framework-introduction/

Cynefin (Kuh - nevin)



“You are rooted in many different pasts, which 
profoundly influence what you are, but of 
which you can only ever be partially aware.”

David J. Snowden



Cynefin Framework

Cause and effect are predictable and repeatable.
Decision Model: Sense-Categorize-Respond
Apply a Best Practice.

Simple

Cause and effect exists but is not self evident.
There are several ways to solve.
Decision Model: Sense-Analyse-Respond
Expert knowledge or analysis leads to Good Practice 

Complicated

Disorder

Chaotic

Complex

Cause and effect cannot be determined.
Decision Making: Act-Sense-Respond
Stabilize the situation by Novel Practice.

Cause and effect are visible only in hindsight.
Unpredictable outcomes / Actors modify the system.
Decision Model: Probe-Sense-Respond
Safe-fail experiments lead to Emergent Practice.

A B

A BA
B

B



   

ok now for reals....

SCRUM
(roles)



Product Team

Product
Owner

Development
Team

Scrum
Master



Describes the product vision - Knows the Why?
A single person, not a committee

Manages return on investment (Value)

Not a people manager

Has final word on priority

Knows the stakeholders, customers and users

Is part of the team, with constant input

Brings experts, customers & insights to the team

Product
Owner



Have the last word on What to build.

Cross-functional group with all the skills needed for the product.

Ideal size is 7 people +/-2

Self organized and Self Managing.

Full power in ways of working, methods, scheduling workshops.

100% Committed to team, no part-timers!

No roles within the team, sub-teams, or hierarchy.

Everyone is a product developer.

What ever needs to be done, is done. (startup mentality)

Responsible for quality and maintenance _during_ production.)

Development
Team

gap!

skills needed
to make product

Product



Optimize for outcomes! Not utilization.
Watch the baton, not the runners.



How do we work together: Roles, Workshops, Artifacts.

Teaching agile & scrum methodology

Facilitating the agile workshops.

Coaching - Help people problem solve for themselves.

Dealing with impediments. (but not a Nanny, teach and coach the team)

Be an agile expert, bring new techniques and ideas.

Observe the product team and environment, propose solutions.

Has three customers: Dev Team, Product Owner, Entire Org.

Scrum
Master



Product Team

Dev.
 Team

Product
Owner

Scrum
Master

Why

How

What

Bring the Spirit of a football team!
and Garage Startup Culture



Take a
Break!



Product Backlog

Well Defined

Vague

Is it ready
for sprint?

A prioritized list of things to be done for the project.

Visible to everyone.

Items come off the top in order.

There are no categories (eg urgent, high, medium low)

Items at the top are well defined and ready for sprint.

Items below should be left vague.

Not too large, so it can fit on a wall. ~30 items, 50 max.

A living document, never perfect, never done.

Every item should have a meaningful benefit to product.

PO should be backlog “Grooming” all the time. (10%)

Is it ready
for sprint?



A time-boxed interval of less than (or equal to) one month.

The interval is a fixed duration.

Every sprint should have a clear goal.

PO can cancel sprint in an Emergency.

The higher the uncertainty the shorter a sprint should be.

Sprint

Increment

A product increment is the sum of all 
previous increments and the work done
in a given sprint.

An increment must include testing, 
integration etc.

It is a potentially shippable product!

Increment

Backlog
Items

Sprint Goal
Why are we doing this sprint? items done

in sprint
previous

increment

+



Sprint Planning Event
(~2 hours per week of sprint length)

Product Backlog

1. What can be done in this sprint?
     It is a forecast not a commitment.
     Declare the sprint goal.
     Dev. team decides intake/workload.

2. How will chosen work be implemented?
      Create the sprint backlog (could be next day)

+ +

Is it ready
for sprint?

This sprint
we will ...

Development
Team

Scrum
Master

Product
Owner



Sprint Backlog Sprint Operations

Backlog items can be adjusted so long
as they align with the sprint goal.

?!

?!

?!

?!

Backlog items

Sprint Goal

Tasks Ideas

X



1. What have you done to help the team achieve the sprint goal?
2. What will you do to help the team achieve the sprint goal?
3. What impedes you or your team on the way to achieve the sprint goal.

Not a status meeting.
Not the place to solve problems! - spawns follow up and later discussion.
For new teams the scrum master can attend to coach.
Product owner can join in mature teams with high trust, but they should remain silent unless asked.

Daily Scrum - Short Term Re-planning
(~Every 24 hours, 15m max)

I did...
I will...
I need...

Development
Team

Scrum
Master

+



An informal review of the increment, did we meet the goal?

A natural result of the sprint, no PPT presentation work!
Not a status meeting, not a demo.
Discuss and refine the backlog.
Review additional input/data.

The product owner and scrummaster need to manage stakeholder input!
Defend the team and the process from chaos. Be strong.

Feedback, Data,
Testing Results

Reports

items done
in sprint

previous
increment

+

+ + +
Development

Team
Scrum
Master

Users, Stakeholders,
Customers, Management

Product
Owner

Sprint Review
(~1 hour per week of sprint)



The team reviews their ways of working.
eg. Keep doing ... / Do less of ...  / Do more of ...

The scrum master can support with inspiration, artifacts, observed faults.
Come out with an improvement plan / adjustments.
Make action items for escalation if the team cannot resolve themselves.

Focus on ways of working not blame!
The intention of all team members is the best outcome for the product. 

Sprint Retrospective - Hansei/Kaizen
(~45 min per week of sprint)

+ +
Development

Team
Scrum
Master

Product
Owner



Product Backlog

add sprint
backlog items

Sprint Backlog

items done
in sprint

New IncrementIncrement

previous
increment

+

Sprint
Planning

Pro Tip - Tue & Wed make good kickoff days

Daily
Scrum

Sprint Review Retrospective

Scrum Process



"If you want to build a ship, don't drum up 
people to gather wood, divide the work and 
give orders. Rather, teach them to yearn for 
the vast and endless sea."



A word of thanks.
Throughout my career I’ve been fortunate enough to 
work alongside those who have been so generous with 
their time and knowledge. Allowing me to discover the 
way and learn as I go, I’m profoundly grateful for that.

Specific thank yous for this topic:

Anton Zotin
https://agileism.com/

Anton’s introduction to scrum changed the 
way I approach projects.  His passion for agile 
methods and healthy teams is an inspiration.

Additional thanks:
Frank Janisch
Product Owner Training 

Jenny Holmsten
Visual Design Feedback

linkedin:
portfolio:

email:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-pearce/
www.markpearce.de
mark.pearce72@gmail.com

To reach me:


